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a b s t r a c t
The effect of thermal stratiﬁcation on the ignition of a lean homogeneous n-heptane/air mixture at constant volume and high pressure is investigated by direct numerical simulations (DNS) with a new 58species reduced kinetic mechanism developed for very lean mixtures from the detailed LLNL mechanism
(H.J. Curran et al., Combust. Flame 129 (2002) 253–280). Two-dimensional DNS are performed in a ﬁxed
volume with a two-dimensional isotropic velocity spectrum and temperature ﬂuctuations superimposed
on the initial scalar ﬁelds. The inﬂuence of variations in the initial temperature ﬁeld, imposed by changing the mean and variance of temperature, and the ratio of turbulence to ignition delay timescale on
multi-stage ignition of a lean n-heptane/air mixture is studied. In general, the mean heat release rate
increases more slowly with increasing thermal stratiﬁcation regardless of the mean initial temperature.
Ignition delay decreases with increasing thermal stratiﬁcation for high mean initial temperature relative
to the negative temperature coefﬁcient (NTC) regime. It is, however, increased with increasing thermal
ﬂuctuations for relatively low mean initial temperature resulting from a longer overall ignition delay
of the mixture. Displacement speed and Damköhler number analyses reveal that the high degree of thermal stratiﬁcation induces deﬂagration rather than spontaneous ignition at the reaction fronts, and hence,
the mean heat release rate is smoother subsequent to thermal runaway occurring at the highest temperature regions in the domain. Chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) also veriﬁes that mixing counterbalances chemical explosion at the reaction fronts for cases with large temperature ﬂuctuation. It is also
found that if the ratio of turbulence to ignition delay timescale is short, resultant diminished scalar ﬂuctuations cause the overall ignition to occur by spontaneous ignition. However, the overall effect of turbulence is small compared to the effect of thermal stratiﬁcation. These results suggest that the critical
degree of thermal stratiﬁcation for smooth operation of homogeneous charge compression-ignition
(HCCI) engines depends on both the mean and ﬂuctuations in initial temperature which should be considered in controlling ignition timing and preventing an overly rapid increase in pressure in HCCI
combustion.
Ó 2011 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Homogeneous charge compression-ignition (HCCI) combustion
prototype engines are being developed as an alternative to conventional gasoline spark-ignition (SI) and diesel compression-ignition
(CI) engines. HCCI combustion under lean, dilute, high-pressure
and low-temperature conditions has the potential to provide high
diesel-like efﬁciency with very low nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate emissions. At these conditions HCCI combustion is thought
to occur primarily through volumetric auto-ignition, largely in the
⇑ Corresponding author. Fax: +82 52 217 2309.
E-mail address: csyoo@unist.ac.kr (C.S. Yoo).

absence of ﬂames, and hence, is primarily controlled by chemical
kinetics of the fuel–air mixture. Hence, one of the key issues in
the development of HCCI engines is how to control the ignition
timing and the rate of pressure rise or heat release rate under a
wide range of load conditions [1,2]. In particular, an excessive rate
of pressure rise under high-load condition can result in engine
knock, reducing the engine integrity and hence, must be avoided
through careful engine design and operation.
Over the past decade, numerous experimental and numerical
studies on HCCI combustion have been conducted. The inﬂuence
of thermal stratiﬁcation and equivalence ratio ﬂuctuations on the
characteristics of HCCI combustion has been extensively investigated by the engine research community [1–17]. In these studies,

0010-2180/$ - see front matter Ó 2011 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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thermal stratiﬁcation was proposed as a means to spread out the
rate of pressure rise under high-load conditions [1,3–9]. In the
presence of large temperature ﬂuctuations, auto-ignition ﬁrst occurs in hotter mixtures and then spreads to the remaining charge
sequentially, such that combustion does not occur simultaneously
throughout the engine cylinder.
On the other hand, mixture inhomogeneity was proposed to enhance and stabilize the HCCI combustion under low-load conditions [10–14]. Enhanced combustion could be achieved for a low
mean equivalence ratio if locally rich pockets are present, which
burn hotter and provide heat and radicals to adjacent leaner mixtures, and hence, signiﬁcantly increase combustion efﬁciency. In
addition to the mixture inhomogeneity, delayed-fuel injection
was also considered to further increase temperature and composition stratiﬁcation from the mixing process [14,15]. Recently, sparkassisted HCCI combustion [16,17] was also proposed to improve
combustion efﬁciency in low-load engine operation and to control
ignition timing. In spark-assisted HCCI combustion, a spark-ignited
ﬂame ultimately leads to compression heating and subsequent
auto-ignition of the leaner mixtures, and hence, both ﬂame and
auto-ignition can coexist during the engine operation.
Ignition characteristics of HCCI combustion were also elucidated by direct numerical simulations (DNS) with detailed chemical kinetics. Two-dimensional DNS of ignition of lean hydrogen/air
mixtures with temperature inhomogeneities [18–20] revealed
that, for sufﬁciently large temperature ﬂuctuations, deﬂagrations
occur rather than volumetric auto-ignition, and consequently, the
rate of heat release is spread out as the deﬂagrations propagate
through the mixture. The transition between the normal deﬂagration regime and the subsonic spontaneous ignition front propagation regime was identiﬁed originally by Zel’dovich [21], although
one signiﬁcant difference between his original theory and the
DNS ﬁndings is that it is the instantaneous, rather than initial thermal gradient, that is the relevant criteria in distinguishing between
combustion regimes.
In addition, the effect of ﬂow strain on the transient autoignition of mixtures has been studied in various conﬁgurations.
Liu et al. [22,23] investigated the auto-ignition of diluted nheptane jet ﬂowing against heated air at high pressures in a onedimensional counterﬂow conﬁguration with steady and unsteady
impulsive strain rate. More recently, Bansal et al. [24] studied the
response of auto-ignition of one-dimensional nonpremixed
n-heptane/air counterﬂow subjected to harmonic ﬂow oscillations.
From two-dimensional DNS, Im et al. [25] studied the ignition of a
hydrogen/air scalar mixing layer in a homogeneous turbulence,
and Echekki and Chen [26] investigated auto-ignition of nonhomogeneous hydrogen/air mixtures prescribed by a scalar spectrum in homogeneous turbulence. These studies show that strong
turbulence leads to intense mixing rates or high strain rate inhibits
ignition by dissipating heat and intermediate species from ignition
kernels.
Experimental studies, however, can still provide limited information including overall pressure rise, concentrations of NOx, CO,
and unburnt hydrocarbon emissions, and two-dimensional
line-of-sight chemiluminescence or planar images of select species.
Detailed characterization of chemical reactions occurring inside
an engine chamber is still elusive. Similarly, previous multidimensional DNS were performed only with the simplest chemistry, hydrogen-air, owing to the prohibitive computational cost.
As such, the results of the DNS were not directly applicable to
the design and operation of practical hydrocarbon-fueled engines,
although fundamentals of hydrogen/air ignition at constant volume under HCCI conditions were elucidated.
Therefore, the objective of the present study is two-fold: (i) to
understand the ignition characteristics of practical hydrocarbon/
air mixtures under HCCI conditions, and (ii) to provide strategies

to control the rate of heat release in HCCI combustion by performing two-dimensional parametric DNS, systematically varying two
key parameters: (1) the initial mean and variance of the temperature, and (2) the ratio of the turbulence to ignition delay timescale.
In this study n-heptane is adopted as a surrogate fuel for large
hydrocarbon fuels which generally exhibit two-stage ignition under HCCI conditions. Note that n-heptane has been widely used
as a primary reference fuel (PRF) to investigate the characteristics
of HCCI combustion in many previous studies [27–31].

2. n-Heptane reduced mechanism
The present reduced mechanisms for n-heptane oxidation were
developed from a 188-species skeletal mechanism derived with a
two-stage directed relation graph (DRG) [32] from the detailed
LLNL mechanism with 561 species and 2539 elementary reactions
[33,34]. The reduction ﬂow chart is shown in Fig. 1, similar to the
integrated reduction outlined by Lu and Law [35]. Note that
although the 52-species reduced mechanism [36] is sufﬁciently
small for the present simulations, it was derived for mixtures with
an equivalence ratio, /, larger than 0.5 and hence, may not be suitable for very lean HCCI conditions. In the present study, mixtures
as lean as / = 0.2 are considered in the reduction to obtain a reduced mechanism for HCCI simulations through the following
procedure.
First, DRG-aided sensitivity analysis (DRGASA) [37,38] was applied to the 188-species skeletal mechanism and an 88-species skeletal mechanism with 387 elementary reactions was obtained (see
Supplementary materials). Second, quasi-steady state approximations (QSSA) were applied to the 88-species skeletal mechanism to
further reduce the number of transported species. Using a criterion
based on computational singular perturbation (CSP) [39], 24 species
were identiﬁed as globally valid QSS species (i.e., HCO, CH3O, CH3CO,
CH3CHO, pC4H9, C2H5CO, C2H5O, C3H5O, C4H7O, C4H8OOH1-3,
C3H2, CH2(s), nC3H7CO, C7H15-1, C7H15-2, C7H15-3, C7H15-4,
C7H14OOH1-3, C7H14OOH2-3, C7H14OOH2-4, C7H14OOH3-2,
C7H14OOH3-4, C7H14OOH3-5, and C7H14OOH4-2). The algebraic
equations for the QSS species were approximated using the linearized QSSA algorithm, which was analytically solved with graph theory for high numerical efﬁciency and robustness [40]. Third, strongly
correlated isomers were grouped with the isomer lumping method
[35] to further reduce the number of species in the reduced mechanism. Three isomer groups were identiﬁed, resulting in a 58-species
reduced mechanism; i.e., group 1: 55% C7H14-2, 45% C7H14-3, group
2: 40% C7H14OOH2-4O2, 40%, C7H14OOH3-5O2, 20% C7H14OOH42O2, and group 3: 15% nC7KET13, 35% nC7KET24, 35% nC7KET35,
15% nC7KET42. Note that the intra-group mass fraction of an isomer
is identical to its intra-group mole fraction because the isomers in the
same group have the same molecular weight. Fourth, the method of
diffusive species bundling [41] was utilized to group the species into
14 diffusive groups to facilitate the evaluation of the mixtureaveraged species diffusion. The 58-species reduced mechanism involves all the 387 elementary reactions in the 88-species skeletal
mechanism, since no elementary reaction was further eliminated
through QSSA and isomer lumping in the present reduction.
Although the 58-species reduced mechanism is already compact in size for two-dimensional DNS of HCCI combustion, the
mechanism is still stiff because there are locally fast-reacting
radicals that cannot be regarded as global QSS species. Such fastreacting radicals induce short chemical timescales which require
much shorter time-steps for explicit time integration than that
determined by the convection timescale. Therefore, as the last step
of the reduction procedure, the method of dynamic stiffness removal [36] was employed to eliminate the chemical timescales
shorter than 10 ns, such that the integration time-step in the
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram illustrating the reduction procedure used to generate the 58-species n-heptane/air reduced mechanism.

present DNS is limited by the convection timescale represented by
the CFL condition, rather than by the chemical stiffness.
The reduced mechanism was then validated with typical combustion applications including ignition, extinction, and ﬂame propagation. Figure 2 shows the comparison of ignition delays at
different equivalence ratios and pressures calculated with SENKIN
[42] for auto-ignition under constant pressure. Note that, while
both reduced mechanisms agree well with the detailed mechanism
for equivalence ratio larger than 0.5, the accuracy of the 58-species
mechanism is substantially improved compared with the 52-species mechanism at low temperatures for / = 0.2. Therefore, the
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extremely lean mixtures. The 58-species reduced mechanism was
further validated in perfectly stirred reactors (PSR). Figure 3 shows
that the extinction time and temperature calculated with the reduced mechanism again agree well with those from the detailed
mechanism. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the laminar ﬂame speeds
calculated using PREMIX code [43] with detailed and 58-species
reduced mechanisms under 1 atm, and it is veriﬁed that the laminar ﬂame speeds from the 58-species mechanism agree well with
those from the detailed mechanism. This good agreement obtained
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ignition delay versus initial temperature between detailed (line) [34], 58-species reduced (closed symbols), and 52-species reduced (open symbols) [36]
mechanisms for n-heptane/air mixtures for various equivalence ratios at different pressures.
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for replicating HCCI conditions that may be encountered in DNS of
turbulent compression ignition.
3. Numerical method and initial conditions
The compressible Navier–Stokes, species continuity, and total
energy equations were solved using the Sandia DNS code, S3D
[44]. A fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta method by Kennedy
and Carpenter [45] was used for time integration. The solution
was spatially discretized using an eighth-order central differencing
scheme. A tenth-order ﬁlter was employed to remove any spurious
high-frequency ﬂuctuations in the solution [46]. CHEMKIN and
TRANSPORT software libraries [47,48] were linked with S3D to
evaluate reaction rates and thermodynamic and mixture-averaged
transport properties. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed
in all directions such that ignition of a n-heptane/air mixture occurs at constant volume.

The initial uniform equivalence ratio, /, and pressure, p0, are 0.3
and 40 atm, respectively. Note that / = 0.3 is adopted to elucidate
the ignition characteristics of a n-heptane/air mixture under relatively high-load conditions for HCCI engines [1,7]. Several parametric studies were performed to understand the effects of
varying the initial mean and ﬂuctuation of temperature and of
varying the ratio of turbulence to ignition delay timescale. The initial turbulent ﬂow ﬁeld is prescribed by an isotropic kinetic energy
spectrum function by Passot-Pouquet [49] as in [18,19,50,51]. The
initial temperature ﬁeld is also generated by a temperature spectrum, similar to the kinetic energy spectrum. Note that the two
random ﬁelds are uncorrelated. For details regarding the generation of initial random ﬁelds, readers are referred to [19].
A total of 22 different DNS cases were performed in the parameter space of initial physical conditions: mean temperature T0;
temperature ﬂuctuation root mean square (RMS) T0 ; most energetic
turbulent length scale le; turbulence velocity ﬂuctuation u0 ; turbulence timescale st; and homogeneous ignition delay s0ig . Henceforth, sig represents the time at which the maximum mean heat
release rate occurs, and the superscript 0 corresponds to the
zero-dimensional simulation at constant volume. The most energetic length scale of the temperature ﬂuctuation, lTe, is 1.0 mm
for all cases. Details of the physical and numerical parameters for
the ﬁrst 12 cases are presented in Table 1.
Note that in real HCCI engines, ignition delay is approximately
2 ms and turbulence timescale is O(1 ms) [4,19,20]. The parameters in the present study were selected so that the turbulence timescale, st = le/u0 , is comparable to the homogeneous ignition delay of
the mixture at the same initial mean temperature and pressure, s0ig ,
which signiﬁcantly enhances turbulence-chemistry interaction.
Also note that temperature ﬂuctuations prior to the ignition in
HCCI engines are approximately 15–20 K [14], which are much less
than T0 = 60 or 100 K for the present study. However, these high
temperature ﬂuctuations can be achieved through direct injection
or delayed-fuel injection in HCCI combustion such that it is also
important to understand the ignition characteristics of HCCI combustion with high T0 .
The computational domain is a two-dimensional square box
with each size of the domain, L, of 3.2 mm, discretized with
N = 640 grid points for most cases. The corresponding grid resolution is 5.0 lm. This ﬁne grid resolution is needed to resolve the
ignition structure at high pressure. For several of the cases with
large T0 (i.e., Cases 4, 5, 9, and 12), 2.5 lm grid resolution is
required to resolve thin ﬂame-like structures. Typical proﬁles of
initial temperature and vorticity in the DNS are shown in Fig. 5.
Note that while the integral scale of the temperature ﬂuctuation
in the DNS is typically smaller than that in a real engine, the length
scale of the ﬂuctuation does not control the evolution of the temperature gradient or its dissipation rate which controls the mode of

Table 1
Numerical and physical parameters of the DNS for different mean and RMS of initial
temperature.
Case

T0 (K)

T0 (K)

le (mm)

u0 (m/s)

st (ms) s0ig (ms) L (mm) N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

850
850
850
850
850
934
934
934
934
1008
1008
1008

7.5
15
30
60
100
15
30
60
100
15
30
60

1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

640
640
640
1280
1280
640
640
640
1280
640
640
1280
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Fig. 6. Homogeneous ignition delay at constant volume with initial pressure of
40 atm as a function of initial temperature.

slightly outside of the NTC regime. Note also that two-stage ignition does not exist for T0 > 940 K.
4.1. Overall combustion characteristics

Fig. 5. Initial proﬁles of temperature and vorticity for Case 3 (T0 = 850 K and
T0 = 30 K).

combustion. Assuming equilibrium between production and dissipation of thermal ﬂuctuations, the thermal dissipation rate is proportional to the ratio of the temperature RMS to the turbulence
timescale [52]. Hence, although the DNS integral length scales
are smaller than those in an engine, as long as the turbulence timescale and temperature ﬂuctuations are similar, the modes of combustion observed in the DNS will be relevant to modes in actual
engines.

4. Effect of mean and RMS of initial temperature
In the ﬁrst parametric study, the combined effect of mean
and ﬂuctuation of initial temperature on the ignition of a lean
n-heptane/air mixture is investigated (see Table 1 for a description
of detailed parameters). As discussed in Section 1, thermal stratiﬁcation, achieved through either variations in mean or ﬂuctuations
in temperature, was proposed to prevent an excessive rate of pressure rise. Moreover, as the mean temperature of the engine chamber prior to thermal runaway can signiﬁcantly change the ignition
delay, it is expected that the effect of T0 on the pressure rise can
also be altered by the mean temperature of the fuel/air mixture.
Therefore, three different initial mean temperatures near the negative temperature coefﬁcient (NTC) regime were considered (i.e.,
T0 = 850,934, and 1008K), all with identical homogeneous ignition
delays s0ig ¼ 2:49 ms . The existence of the NTC regime is
attributed to the transition of the ignition process from the lowtemperature to intermediate-temperature chemistry. For details
of n-heptane oxidation, readers are referred to [22,23,33,34,53].
Figure 6 shows s0ig as a function of initial temperature. The ﬁrststage ignition delay, s0ig;1 , is also presented in the ﬁgure. While
T0 = 850 K and 934 K are within the NTC regime, T0 = 1008 K is

For each mean initial temperature three to ﬁve DNS cases were
performed with varying levels of temperature ﬂuctuations, T0 . Fig_ for
ure 7 shows the temporal evolution of mean heat release rate, q,
the cases. Three observations are noted from the ﬁgure. First, for
the lower initial mean temperature cases with T0 = 850 K (Cases
1–5), sig is increased with increasing T0 ; on the contrary, for the
higher initial mean temperature cases with T0 = 1008 K, sig is reduced with increasing T0 (Cases 10–12). For T0 = 934 K, sig increases
with small T0 , but decreases with large T0 . Therefore, the cases with
T0 = 934 K exhibit the combined effects of low and high mean temperatures near the NTC regime. Second, for all cases as T0 increases,
_ is further spread out over time and the peak q
_ is reduced consisq
tent with previous DNS of hydrogen/air ignition under HCCI conditions [20]. Third, the ﬁrst-stage ignition delay for the cases with
T0 = 850 K is slightly decreased with T0 and the corresponding peak
_ is also reduced. There is, however, no signiﬁcant difference in the
q
ﬁrst-stage ignition delays for the cases with T0 = 934 K. Note also
that ﬁrst-stage ignition is negligible for cases with T0 = 1008 K.
Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of mean pressure and
pressure rise rate. Since the mean pressure rise in current DNS at
constant volume is solely attributed to temperature increase by
heat release rate, the temporal evolution of pressure rise rate becomes nearly identical to that of heat release rate for each case.
The rise of mean pressure is, thus, spread out more with increasing
temperature RMS as shown in the ﬁgure. Note that the current DNS
were performed at constant volume neglecting the piston motion
in practical IC engines. This assumption may alter the combustion
characteristics; i.e., the overall ignition timing may be reduced by
isentropic compression heating during the early stage of ignition,
and mixing may also be enhanced by turbulence generated by
the piston wall. The effect of compression heating by a moving
boundary in DNS on HCCI combustion is an ongoing research topic.
_ on T and T0 is investigated by simply
The dependence of q
0
examining the initial temperature distributions of the DNS. The initial temperature distribution for each case spans a different range
of ignition delays. Therefore, the overall ignition characteristics
may be estimated from the initial distribution. Figure 9 shows
the 95% range of s0ig for initial mixtures with T0 = 60 K for
T0 = 850, 934 and 1008 K (i.e., Cases 4, 8, and 12, respectively).
The 95% range of s0ig denotes the span of s0ig in the initial mixture,
wherein the corresponding temperature lies within 95% of the
temperature range centered at the mean temperature. Note that
small gaps between the lines in the ﬁgure are intentionally placed
to clearly show the ranges. As shown in the ﬁgure, the range of s0ig
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Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of mean heat release rate with different temperature
RMS for (a) T0 = 850, (b) 934, and (c) 1008 K.

for T0 = 850, 934 and 1008 K are 2.33–7.18 ms, 1.57–2.90 ms, and
0.55–2.90 ms, respectively. Note that, for T0 = 850 K (Case 4), the
fastest ignition delay is comparable to the corresponding s0ig
(=2.49 ms) and the slowest ignition delay is three-times longer
than s0ig , much longer than the total time required for complete
combustion (3.0 ms, see Fig. 7a). Therefore, portions of the domain with long ignition delay signiﬁcantly retard the overall combustion as shown in Fig. 7a.
On the contrary, for T0 = 1008 K (Case 12), the fastest ignition
delay is approximately ﬁve-times shorter than the corresponding
s0ig , such that the portions of the domain with short ignition delay
accelerate the ignition progress over the homogeneous case, and
hence, overall combustion occurs quickly. Note that, for
T0 = 934 K, T0 = 100 K (Case 9) induces a similar degree of ignition
enhancement as T0 = 60 K (Case 12) with T0 = 1008 K. Since
T0 = 934 K lies in the middle of the NTC regime, compared with
T0 = 1008 K cases, larger T0 is required for the initial scalar ﬁeld to
include proportionately larger portions of the domain with higher
initial temperature or shorter ignition delays. This simple estimate
of the range of homogeneous ignition delays of mixtures shows
that temperature ﬂuctuations have a ﬁrst-order effect on the ignition characteristics of n-heptane/air mixtures, with the sensitivities being greatest away from the NTC regime.
Hawkes et al. [20] found that deﬂagration due to large T0
_ in the ignition of lean hydrogen/air mixtures. To
spreads out q
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Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of mean pressure (thick lines) and pressure rise rate
(thin lines) with different temperature RMS for (a) T0 = 850, (b) 934, and (c) 1008 K.
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Fig. 9. The 95% range of ignition delay with T0 = 60 K for DNS with T0 = 850, 934, and
1008 K at initial pressure of 40 atm.

verify this mechanism in the ignition of a n-heptane/air mixture,
the overall structure of the heat release rate ﬁeld is examined. Fig_ for Cases 6–9
ure 10 shows isocontours of heat release rate, q,
approximately at each sig, normalized by the corresponding maximum heat release rate during the homogeneous ignition,
q_ 0m ¼ 125:8 J=mm3 s. It is readily observed from the ﬁgure that q_
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occurs nearly simultaneously throughout the domain as spontaneous ignition for small T0 (Case 6). However, high q_ occurs primarily
in thin sheets for large T0 (Case 9), although relatively low q_ also occurs over a much broader area. Therefore, this suggests that the
combustion mode is sensitive to variations with T0 ; i.e., the spontaneous ignition mode seems to be predominant for small T0 while

the mixed mode of deﬂagration and spontaneous ignition seems
to occur for large T0 .
Similarly, for Cases 5 and 12 with large T0 , ignition is advanced
_ is spread out
due to the existence of locally hotter mixtures, and q
more as shown in Fig. 7 since a signiﬁcant fraction of the mixture
with long ignition delays are likely to be consumed by deﬂagrations. Thus overall, combustion is controlled by ﬂame propagation
characteristics. A detailed analysis pertaining to the propagation
and chemical characteristics of deﬂagration and spontaneous ignition modes is presented in the following sections.

4.2. Combustion modes – propagation speed and burning rate
In this section, the nature of the combustion modes for the cases
with different T0 and T0 is elucidated using diagnostics previously
developed in [19,20]. Prior to examining the two-dimensional
DNS cases, one-dimensional reference cases are simulated using a
sinusoidal temperature proﬁle. The wavelength of 1.24 mm in the
one-dimensional cases matches the most energetic length scale,
le, in the two-dimensional DNS cases and the mean and RMS
temperature, T0 and T0 , also match the two-dimensional DNS cases.
Figure 11 shows the temporal evolution of temperature and heat
release rate proﬁle for T0 = 934 K and T0 =100 K corresponding to
Case 9. Combustion progresses in the following manner: beyond
the ﬁrst-stage ignition (2–4 in Fig. 11), a high-temperature ignition
kernel develops in the middle of the domain (5–7 in Fig. 11) and
subsequently propagating combustion waves emanate, traveling
to the left and right of the domain (8–10 in Fig. 11); ﬁnally, the
remaining gas is heated by compression and consumed as the propagating combustion wave approaches the boundary of the domain
(11 in Fig. 11). Combustion progresses nearly the same as for ignition of a lean hydrogen/air mixture [19], except for the addition of
ﬁrst-stage ignition. Note also that the presence of a propagating
front does not necessarily imply that the front is a deﬂagration
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Fig. 10. Isocontours of normalized heat release rate for Cases 6–9 (from top to
bottom) at t=s0ig = 1.0, 0.96, 0.88, and 0.60, respectively.

Fig. 11. Temporal evolution of (a) temperature and (b) heat release rate proﬁles
with T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K. The equally spaced time sequence is numbered from
1 to 11, starting at 0.2 ms with an increment of 0.2 ms.
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wave. The nature of the propagating wave and the role of molecular
diffusion need to be identiﬁed.
For this purpose, the density-weighted displacement speed, Sd ,
is adopted to distinguish between deﬂagrations and spontaneous
ignition fronts [19,20]. Sd is deﬁned as [54–58]:

x_ k 

q u jrY k j


@
ðqY k V j;k Þ ;
@xj

ð1Þ

_ k denote species mass fraction, species diffusion
where Yk, Vj,k, and x
velocity in the j-direction and net production rate of species k,
respectively, and qu is the density of the unburnt mixture. qu is calculated from the local enthalpy and fresh mixture condition assuming pressure and enthalpy remain constant across the front [19,20].
In the present study, the isocontour of Y c ð Y CO2 þ Y CO Þ ¼ 0:04 is
chosen to evaluate the displacement speed. This particular isocon_
tour coincides approximately with the location of maximum q.
To understand the characteristics of propagating fronts in the
simulations, it is necessary to compare Sd with the corresponding
laminar ﬂame speed, SL. Note that unlike in the previous hydrogen/air DNS study [19], the laminar ﬂame speed could not be obtained from a steady freely propagating ﬂame computation using
the PREMIX code [43] due to the highly reactive nature of the current n-heptane/air mixture. In this study, instead, the laminar
ﬂame speeds were estimated from transient one-dimensional
reactive simulations. The simulations were initialized with a
high-temperature ignition source such that a combustion wave
emanates from the source, propagating into the reactive mixture
ahead of it. Since auto-ignition in the reactive mixture does not
occur prior to s0ig , the speed of the propagating combustion wave,
Sd , can be regarded approximately as the laminar burning velocity,
SL, at the corresponding pressure, similar to the diffusive limit
found in the earlier hydrogen/air DNS study [19]. From the simulations, SL of T0 = 850, 934, and 1008 K are found to be approximately
0.2, 0.25, and 0.32 m/s, respectively. Note that these speeds do not
change much with variations in the strength of the ignition source
and the variation of the laminar ﬂame speed with pressure is also
less than 10% of mean values. Therefore, henceforth the laminar
ﬂame speeds described above provide a reference for comparison
with Sd .
Figure 12 shows the temporal evolution of the front speed, Sd ,
for the one-dimensional laminar cases with different T0 and T0 corresponding to all of the two-dimensional DNS cases. Nominally,
the curves exhibit a characteristics ‘U’ shape, also observed in previous studies [19,20]. Consistent with the two-dimensional DNS
cases, overall combustion is advanced with increasing T0 for cases
with T0 = 934 and 1008 K, but retarded for cases with T0 = 850 K.
Note also that, for all cases, during incipient thermal runaway, Sd
of the nascent ignition kernel is signiﬁcantly larger than the lami-
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Fig. 12. Temporal evolution of the front speed, Sd , of one-dimensional reference
cases with different T0 and T0 .
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Fig. 13. Temporal evolution of the mean front speed, Sd , for two-dimensional DNS
cases with different T0 = 850, 934, and 1008 K and T0 = 30, 60, and 100 K.

nar ﬂame speed, SL. Sd is unbounded in the nascent ignition kernel
since the scalar gradient, jrYkj, in Eq. 1 vanishes [20,57]. Similarly,
burnout of the remaining charge results in an abrupt thermal runaway due to compression heating, and thus, Sd is also unbounded
there as shown in Fig. 11. Between the two singularities in Sd , however, deﬂagration of relatively constant speed is predominant for
cases with large T0 , and hence, Sd exhibits values close to SL with
increasing T0 .
Figure 12 also shows that the duration of the region of constant
speed at the bottom of the ‘U’ shape increases with increasing T0 ,
suggesting that combustion at the reaction waves occurs primarily
by deﬂagration rather than by spontaneous ignition. On the contrary, for cases with small T0 , the front speed is much greater than
SL to the extent that, for some cases, it is too large to be shown in
Fig. 12 (e.g., T0 = 934 K and T0 = 15 K). Therefore, a small degree of
thermal stratiﬁcation leads an excessive rate of heat release due
to simultaneous auto-ignition occurring throughout the whole domain, which should be avoided in HCCI combustion. These results
also suggest that the critical degree of thermal stratiﬁcation for
smooth operation of HCCI engines depends on the mean initial
temperature T0, and hence, both initial T0 and T0 need to be considered to curtail too large a pressure rise rate.
The temporal evolutions of the mean front speed, Sd , for the
two-dimensional DNS cases is presented in Fig. 13. Note that the
mean front speeds also exhibit a characteristic ‘U’ shape qualitatively similar to the corresponding one-dimensional cases. Comparison between Figs. 10 and 13 veriﬁes that deﬂagration waves
develop past initial thermal runaway for the cases with large T0
as in the one-dimensional cases. Moreover, deﬂagration waves
appear earlier and persist longer than the corresponding onedimensional cases, simply because the large T0 results in locally
hotter mixtures than are present in the one-dimensional cases,
and hence, locally auto-ignition can occur and evolve into a deﬂagration wave sooner than in the one-dimensional cases.
A quantitative measure of the occurrence of deﬂagration and
spontaneous ignition modes in the combustion process is obtained
from the temporal evolution of the fraction of heat release rate
occurring in the deﬂagration mode for the two-dimensional DNS
data as shown in Fig. 14. To distinguish between the two modes
of propagation, the Damköhler number, Da, deﬁned by
[26,58,59], is adopted:

Da ¼

100 K

60 K

9
6

60 K

30 K

5

12
⎯



1

T0 = 850 K
T0 = 934 K
T0 = 1008 K

15

S*d / SL

Sd ¼

18

x_ k
;
j  @ðqY k V j;k Þ=@xj j

ð2Þ

where Y c ð¼ Y CO2 þ Y CO Þ is used to evaluate Da. From onedimensional laminar simulations, it is found that Da in the diffusive
limit is approximately 4.0. The departure from unity is because,
although the combustion wave propagates under the diffusive limit,
the upstream mixture is highly reactive and hence, the reaction
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ignition. These results, further, verify that deﬂagration is attributed
to spreading out the heat release rate.
The occurrence of the deﬂagration mode is further identiﬁed by
examining the probability density functions (PDF) of Sd for the
two-dimensional cases as shown in Fig. 15. The PDFs were constructed using all of the data for each case. In general, the peak
of the PDF shifts to a smaller value with increasing T0 . It is also
found that, for small T0 , the PDF spans a wide range of front speeds
with low probability, typically larger than SL. On the contrary, for
large T0 , the PDF is narrow in extent, with high probability at low
front speeds. This result together with mean front speed shown
in Fig. 13 veriﬁes that the reaction fronts occur primarily as deﬂagration waves for large T0 .
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4.3. Chemical explosive mode analysis
Chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) was recently developed for systematic detection of critical ﬂame features such as
ignition, extinction, and premixed ﬂame fronts [60,61]. CEMA is
based on eigen-analysis of the Jacobian matrix of the chemical
source terms in the species and energy equations, and hence, a
chemical mode associated with a positive eigenvalue indicates an
explosive mixture that, in isolation, would lead to ignition. Such
explosive mixtures are typically observed in the radical explosion
and thermal runaway stages of auto-ignition and in the preheat
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Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of fraction of heat release rate from the deﬂagration
mode (thick lines) and heat release rate (thin lines) with different temperature RMS
for (a) T0 = 850, (b) 934, and (c) 1008 K.
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term is somewhat larger than the diffusion term. In the present
study, the delineation between the two propagation modes is deﬁned by Da less than 4.0 (deﬂagration wave).
Several observations can be made from Fig. 14. First, at the initial and ﬁnal stages of the ignition, the fraction of q_ from the deflagration mode becomes unity simply because the corresponding
reaction rate vanishes, and thus, Da also vanishes. Second, the fraction of q_ from the deﬂagration mode increases with increasing T0 ,
such that over half of the heat release rate occurs in the deﬂagration mode between the ﬁrst- and the second-stage ignition for
cases with large T0 . Third, for small T0 , the fraction of q_ from the deflagration mode vanishes much sooner than the occurrence of the
_ on the contrary, for large T0 (i.e., Cases 5, 9, and 12), a conpeak q;
siderable fraction of q_ still occurs in the deﬂagration mode at the
_ peaks. As discussed earlier in reference to the onepoint when q
dimensional laminar cases, at the ﬁnal stage of ignition, the
remaining unburned charge is heated by compression and consumed as simultaneous ignition, exhibiting large values of Sd .
Therefore, only a small fraction of combustion occurs in the deﬂagration mode during the ﬁnal stages of ignition, verifying that
spontaneous auto-ignition occurs for small T0 . However, a relatively large fraction of the deﬂagration mode with large T0 indicates
the occurrence of mixed modes of deﬂagration and spontaneous
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Fig. 15. The PDF of the front speed, Sd , for two-dimensional DNS cases with
different T0 and T0 : (a) T0 = 850, (b) 934, and (c) 1008 K.
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zones of premixed ﬂames. Chemical explosive modes (CEM) are
also important for ﬂame extinction as discussed by Lu et al. [61].
As such, in the present study, to further identify the characteristics
of combustion waves of n-heptane/air mixtures under HCCI conditions, CEMA together with the local scalar dissipation rate is
adopted to account for losses due to turbulent mixing. CEMA is also
employed to distinguish pre- and post-ignition mixtures and to
pinpoint the location of the ignition fronts in the DNS cases.
Two cases (i.e., Cases 6 and 9 in Fig. 10) were selected for CEMA
because of their distinctive ignition processes. Figure 16 shows the
isocontours of the timescale of the CEM, Damköhler number, temperature, and scalar dissipation rate for Case 6 (T0 = 934 K and
T0 = 15 K) at t=s0ig ¼ 1:0. The timescale of the CEM is the reciprocal
eigenvalue, kexp, of the CEM as shown in Fig. 16a, where red indicates explosive or unburned mixtures, and blue indicates nonexplosive or burned mixtures. The sharp boundaries separating
the burned and unburned mixtures are the reaction fronts that
can be either spontaneous ignition or a deﬂagration wave. Figure 16b shows alternative deﬁnition of Damköhler number based
on the product of the timescale of the CEM and the scalar dissipation rate, vc [59,60]:

Dac ¼ kexp  v1
c ;

ð3Þ

where vc is deﬁned by vc = 2Djrcj2. Note that the progress variable,
Eq
c, is given by c  Y c =Y Eq
c , where Y c is the corresponding equilibrium
value of Y c ð¼ Y CO2 þ Y CO Þ, and D is the thermal diffusivity of the

sign(λ

(a)

) × log (max(1, λ

exp

10

exp

))
6

3

local mixture. The solid lines are the ignition fronts extracted from
Fig. 16a. Figure 16c and d shows temperature and scalar dissipation
rate ﬁelds together with the ignition fronts, respectively.
Note that a large positive value of Dac (red) in Fig. 16b indicates
that the chemical explosive process dominates the mixing process
and, as such, the mixture is auto-igniting. On the other hand, a
large negative value of Dac (blue) indicates a highly reactive
post-ignition (burned) mixture, where fast chemistry is exhausted
and rate-limited by mixing. It is readily observed from Fig. 16b that
the entire domain is composed of two bulk regions; i.e., the autoigniting (red) and the post-ignition (blue) regions, respectively,
separated by the thin reaction fronts. It can also be observed that
Dac upstream of the combustion waves are much larger than unity,
suggesting that the chemical reaction represented by kexp is also
much faster than the mixing process represented by vc. In general,
the reaction and diffusion terms counterbalance each other in deflagration waves, resulting in Da of order of unity. Ahead of the
reaction fronts, however, values of Da much larger than unity
can be observed in Fig. 16b, indicating that the latter are attributed
to spontaneous ignition rather than deﬂagration. Note that the
temperature difference upstream and downstream of the reaction
fronts in Fig. 16c is relatively small, which is not the case for a normal deﬂagration wave, also suggesting that the reaction fronts are
spontaneous ignition fronts.
It is also of interest to note that, while temperature is high in
post-ignition zones, the igniting mixtures, such as those undergoing
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Fig. 16. Isocontours of (a) timescale of chemical explosive mode, (b) Damköhler number, (c) temperature, and (d) scalar dissipation rate for Case 6 (T0 = 934 K and T0 = 15 K) at
t=s0ig ¼ 1:0. The solid line denotes the ignition front.
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Fig. 17. Isocontours of (a) timescale of chemical explosive mode, (b) Damköhler number, (c) temperature, and (d) scalar dissipation rate for Case 9 (T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K)
at t=s0ig ¼ 0:6. The solid line denotes the ignition front.

thermal runaway, may also exhibit moderately high temperatures,
and hence, the reaction fronts are difﬁcult to determine only
based on temperature. Similarly, scalar dissipation rates may peak
near the reaction fronts or in auto-igniting zones such that the
reaction fronts may not be clearly identiﬁed by the scalar dissipation
rate. Therefore, CEM is a better indicator than temperature and
scalar dissipation rate in classifying the pre- and post-ignition
mixtures.
Figure 17 shows the isocontours for Case 9 (T0 = 934 K and
T0 = 100 K) at t = sig. It is readily observed from Fig. 17b that there
exist three bulk regions; the auto-igniting region (red), the postignition region (blue), and the yellow-greenish region where mixing balances chemical explosion. As the mixing represented by vc
exhibits the same order of magnitude as the chemical explosion
represented by kexp, the corresponding Dac upstream of the reaction
fronts becomes order of unity as shown in the ﬁgure. This result
veriﬁes that the reaction fronts of Case 9 are deﬂagration waves
rather than spontaneous ignition fronts as explained in the previous
section. The mixtures encompassed by the deﬂagration waves in
Fig. 17c mostly feature higher temperatures and those outside the
ignition fronts exhibit lower temperature, which coincides with
the structure of a normal deﬂagration wave. Figure 17d further
shows that the ignition fronts mostly overlap with the strips with
large vc, a feature of deﬂagration waves propagating through
unburned mixtures prior to the occurrence of auto-ignition.

4.4. High and low initial mean temperatures
To understand the effect of different ignition delays on the ignition characteristics, two additional initial mean temperatures are
also investigated. Six additional DNS were performed with high
(T0 = 1067 K) and low (T0 = 754 K) mean temperatures such that
their corresponding homogeneous ignition delays are 1.24 ms
and 4.98, respectively. Readers are referred to Table 2 for the physical parameters of these cases.
_ with different T0 for
Figure 18 shows the temporal evolution of q
T0 = 1067 K (Cases 13–15) and 754 K (Cases 16–18). For high T0
compared with the NTC regime, ignition occurs in a single stage
similar to ignition of a lean hydrogen/air mixture [20] and to the
n-heptane case with T0 = 1008 K (Cases 10–12). Therefore, the effect of thermal stratiﬁcation on the ignition characteristics for
the cases with T0 = 1067 K is also similar to those for a lean hydrogen/air mixture and the n-heptane case with T0 = 1008 K; i.e., as T0
increases, the ignition delay decreases and the mean heat release
rate spreads out more. For cases with T0 = 754 K, however, the igni_ are not signiﬁcantly affected by thertion delay and spreading of q
mal stratiﬁcation. For these cases, st (=2.49 ms) is much shorter
than s0ig ð¼ 4:98 msÞ such that turbulent straining and mixing
homogenize any thermal stratiﬁcation prior to second-stage ignition. Hence, second-stage ignition is not signiﬁcantly affected unlike ﬁrst-stage ignition, which is remarkably altered by T0 . The
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Table 2
Numerical and physical parameters of the DNS for high and low initial mean
temperatures.
T0 (K)

T0 (K)

le (mm)

u0 (m/s)

st (ms) s0ig (ms) L (mm) N

13
14
15
16
17
18

1067
1067
1067
754
754
754

15
30
60
15
30
60

1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

640
640
1280
640
640
1280
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Fig. 19. Temporal evolution of the mean front speed Sd for two-dimensional DNS
cases for T0 = 1067 and 754 K with different T0 .
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Numerical and physical parameters of the DNS for different turbulence timescale.
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Fig. 18. Temporal evolution of mean heat release rate for different T0 for (a)
T0 = 1067 K and (b) T0 = 754 K.

effect of the ratio of turbulence timescale to ignition delay is further investigated in the next section.
The ignition characteristics for the cases with high and low T0
are further investigated by examining their mean front speeds as
shown in Fig. 19. For cases with T0 = 1067 K, Sd exhibits a characteristics ‘U’ shaped behavior with large T0 similar to the cases with
intermediate T0 and the duration of deﬂagration becomes longer
with increasing T0 , suggesting that deﬂagration becomes dominant
at the reaction fronts with high T0 and large T0 , consistent with the
intermediate mean temperature cases. However, for cases with
low T0 (=754 K), the mean front speeds do not exhibit a characteristic ‘U’ shape since the predominant combustion mode for these
cases is simultaneous auto-ignition induced by temperature
homogenization due to fast turbulent mixing. Therefore, the resultant mean front speed has a much larger value than the corresponding laminar ﬂame speed.

5. Effect of ratio of turbulence to ignition delay timescale
The effect of turbulence timescale on the ignition characteristics
of a lean n-heptane/air mixture is also investigated. To understand
competitive effects of turbulence timescale and T0 on the ignition
characteristics, two speciﬁc sets of T0 and T0 (T0 = 850 K and

Case

T0 (K)

T0 (K)

le (mm)

u0 (m/s)

st (ms) s0ig (ms) L (mm) N

2
19
20
9
21
22

850
850
850
934
934
934

15
15
15
100
100
100

1.24
0.96
3.91
1.24
0.96
3.91

0.5
2.0
0.3
0.5
2.0
0.3

2.49
0.48
13.0
2.49
0.48
13.0

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49

3.2
6.4
6.4
3.2
3.2
3.2

640
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280

T0 = 15 K; T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K) and three turbulence timescales (st = 0.48, 2.49, and 13.0 ms) were selected such that four
additional DNS were performed (see Table 3). The cases are compared with Cases 2 and 9 in which st is 2.49 ms with identical T0
and T0 . The corresponding ratios of turbulence to homogeneous
ignition delay, st =s0ig , are 0.2, 5.2, and 1.0.
_ is examined ﬁrst as shown in
The temporal evolution of q
Fig. 20. Several points are noted from the ﬁgure. For cases with
T0 = 850 K and T0 = 15 K (Cases 2, 19, and 20), the overall characteristics of ﬁrst-stage ignition are unaffected by the turbulence time_ is more spread out with increasing s
scales, and sig decreases and q
t
as shown in Fig. 20a. After the ﬁrst-stage ignition, the overall shape
_ for Case 19 with small s is nearly identical to that of the
of q
t
homogeneous ignition except for the second ignition delay. Similarly, for cases with T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K (Cases 9, 21, and
_ is more spread out with increasing s as shown in Fig. 20b.
22), q
t
However, sig ﬁrst decreases and then increases with increasing st.
Moreover, short st (Case 21) signiﬁcantly increases sig compared
_ is also simto longer st (Cases 9 and 22) and its overall shape of q
ilar to that of the homogeneous ignition except for the short second ignition delay. All of these ignition characteristics are
attributed to the relative timescales between the ignition delay
and turbulence timescales and the overall combustion modes.
To understand the mixing characteristics of ﬂows with different
turbulence timescales, the temporal evolution of T0 is examined as
shown in Fig. 21. For cases with T0 = 850 K and T0 = 15 K (Cases 2,
19, and 20), during ﬁrst-stage ignition, T0 for the three cases are
similar since the turbulence timescales in the DNS are much larger
or at least comparable to the ﬁrst-stage ignition delay: i.e., there is
insufﬁcient time for the turbulence to homogenize the temperature ﬂuctuations. After ﬁrst-stage ignition, however, T0 for Case
19 decreases below its initial value of 15 K, remaining nearly constant until second-stage ignition starts. On the contrary, T0 for Case
20 remains larger than the other two cases and, in particular, the
second peak of T0 becomes much greater than the other cases.
Therefore, a short turbulence timescale, st, (Case 19) relative to
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Fig. 20. Temporal evolution of mean heat release rate for different turbulence
timescales for (a) T0 = 850 K with T0 = 15 K and (b) T0 = 934 K with T0 = 100 K.
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Fig. 21. Temporal evolution of temperature ﬂuctuation RMS for different turbulence timescales for (a) T0 = 850 K with T0 = 15 K and (b) T0 = 934 K with T0 = 100 K.

the ignition delay homogenizes the temperature ﬁeld quickly such
that combustion is more apt to occur by spontaneous ignition
although the ignition delay is increased by diminished extrema
of T0 . The net effect of a small ratio of turbulence to ignition delay
timescale is to dissipate heat and radicals from ignition kernels
_ proﬁle similar to that of
[26], resulting in an increased sig and q

100
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0.0

200
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0.0
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0.0

(a)

Fraction of HRR

HRR (J/mm3s)

(b) 120

the corresponding homogeneous ignition (as shown in Fig. 21a
comparing Case 19 with 0-D ignition). Turbulent ﬂow with long
st (Case 20) is, however, unable to homogenize temperature ﬂuctuations within the overall combustion timescale (>sig) such that
ignition can occur independently in each ignition kernel, and
_ is more spread out as shown in Fig. 20a.
hence, q
For cases with T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K (Cases 9, 21, and 22), only
T0 with short st (Case 21) exhibits a similar second ignition delay
behavior as those for cases with T0 = 850 K (see Fig. 21b). Similar
to Case 19, turbulent ﬂow with short st (Case 21) homogenizes
the temperature ﬁeld quickly such that combustion is more apt to
occur by spontaneous ignition. For this case, however, the effect of
large T0 is more signiﬁcant than that of short turbulence timescale,
leading to the short ignition delay relative to s0ig . For cases with
longer st (Cases 9 and 22), Figs. 14b and 17 imply that a signiﬁcant
fraction of the mixture is consumed by deﬂagration waves, resulting
in the signiﬁcant increase of T0 beyond the ﬁrst-stage ignition as
shown in Fig. 21b. It is of interest to note that although overall T0
values for Case 22 are greater than those for Case 9, sig for Case 22
is longer relative to Case 9. Therefore, turbulent mixing seems to
be able to enhance the overall combustion by inducing spontaneous
ignition even in deﬂagration-dominant combustion.
To further identify this non-monotonic ignition delay behavior
for cases with T0 = 934 K and T0 = 100 K, the fraction of q_ occurring
in the deﬂagration mode is shown in Fig. 22. For Case 21 with short
st, the deﬂagration mode combustion is dominant between the
ﬁrst and the second ignition. However, the fraction of q_ from the
deﬂagration mode nearly vanishes at the peak in heat release rate,
similar to cases with small T0 (see Figs. 14 and 22a). This veriﬁes
that short st can induce spontaneous auto-ignition even for the
case with large T0 . For Cases 9 and 22, however, a considerable frac_
tion of q_ still occurs in the deﬂagration mode at the point when q

_
peaks, verifying that spreading of q is attributed to the deﬂagration
mode of combustion. It is also observed from the ﬁgure that for
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Fig. 22. Temporal evolution of fraction of heat release rate from the deﬂagration
mode (thick lines) and heat release rate (thin lines) with different st: (a) T0 = 850 K
with T0 = 15 K and (b) T0 = 934 K with T0 = 100 K.
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longer st, a considerable fraction of q_ by the deﬂagration mode per_ Together with the
sists for a longer duration beyond the peak of q.
temperature ﬂuctuation behavior shown in Fig. 21, these results
verify that the non-monotonicity in the ignition delay is attributed
to the change of combustion mode according to the ratio of the turbulence timescale to the ignition delay; i.e., mixed mode combustion enhances the overall combustion to a greater extent than pure
deﬂagration (large st =s0ig ) or spontaneous ignition (small st =s0ig )
combustion.
In summary, turbulent mixing, through its competitive role
with auto-ignition generated scalar gradients, plays an important
role in determining the ignition delay. Namely, turbulent mixing
reduces scalar ﬂuctuations and dissipates heat and radicals from
developing ignition kernels. However, comparatively, the extent
of ignition delay change and spreading of heat release rate induced
by turbulence is not as great as that by T0 and T0 due to the high
sensitivity to temperature of Arrhenius chemical reactions.

6. Conclusions
The effects of thermal stratiﬁcation (through both mean and
ﬂuctuations in initial temperature) and turbulent mixing timescales on auto-ignition of a lean homogeneous n-heptane/air
mixture at constant volume and high pressure are investigated
by direct numerical simulations with a new 58-species reduced
n-heptane/air kinetic mechanism. In the ﬁrst parametric study,
the homogeneous ignition delay was held constant, and twelve
cases with varying initial mean temperature straddling the NTC regime were studied with different degrees of temperature ﬂuctuations imposed. The displacement speed, Damköhler number, and
chemical explosive mode analyses verify that, in general, larger T0
induces greater temporal spreading of the mean heat release rate
because the deﬂagration mode is predominant at the reaction
fronts for large T0 . However, spontaneous ignition prevails for small
T0 , and hence, simultaneous auto-ignition occurs throughout the
whole domain, resulting in an excessive rate of pressure rise. For
mean temperatures lower than the NTC regime, e.g. with
T0 = 850 K, the ignition delay is increased with increasing T0 . On
the contrary, the ignition delay is signiﬁcantly decreased with T0
for mean temperatures greater than the NTC region (e.g.
T0 = 1008 K). For mean temperatures within the NTC region, e.g.
with T0 = 934 K, the combined effects of high and low temperature
manifest themselves such that the ignition delay is increased for
small T0 but is advanced with large T0 .
In the second parametric study, the homogeneous ignition delays were halved and doubled for cases with T0 = 1067 K and
T0 = 754 K, respectively. For the cases with high T0 = 1067 K, the
ignition delay is signiﬁcantly decreased and the temporal spreading of the mean heat release rate is also enhanced with increasing
T0 , similar to the cases with T0 = 1008 K. For cases with low
T0 = 754 K, however, the ignition delay and temporal spreading of
the mean heat release rate are not signiﬁcantly affected by thermal
stratiﬁcation. This is because the turbulence timescale (=2.49 ms)
is short relative to the second-stage ignition delay time, and hence,
thermal ﬂuctuations are homogenized by fast mixing prior to the
second-stage ignition. Therefore, the second-stage ignition is not
signiﬁcantly affected by turbulence.
Finally, in the third parametric study the ratio of the turbulence
to ignition delay timescale was also found to change the ignition
characteristics of the mixtures. A fast turbulence timescale is able
to homogenize the mixture such that ignition is more apt to occur
by spontaneous ignition for both large and small T0 cases. Longer
turbulence timescales, however, are not able to homogenize temperature ﬂuctuations prior to thermal runaway. Therefore, for
cases with small T0 , ignition occurs independently in each ignition

kernel, and for cases with large T0 , ignition occurs primarily by deflagration, resulting in a smooth mean heat release rate. Overall, the
effect of different turbulence timescales on the ignition delay is
small compared with that of thermal stratiﬁcation.
These results imply that the critical degree of thermal stratiﬁcation for smooth operation of HCCI engines depends on both the
mean initial temperature and the level of ﬂuctuations. Therefore,
tailoring both mean and ﬂuctuations of initial temperature should
be considered to control both HCCI ignition timing and to prevent
an excessive rate of pressure rise.
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